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Abstract. Entity retrieval is essential in information access domains
where people search for specific entities, such as individuals, organiza-
tions, and places. While entity retrieval is an active research topic in
Information Retrieval, it is necessary to explore the explainability and
interpretability of them more extensively. KnowFIRES addresses this by of-
fering a knowledge graph-based visual representation of entity retrieval
results, focusing on contrasting different retrieval methods. KnowFIRES
allows users to better understand these differences through the juxtapo-
sition and superposition of retrieved sub-graphs. As part of our demo, we
make KnowFIRES 3 web interface and its source codepublicly available4.

1 Introduction

Entity retrieval is crucial in information access domains where users search for
specific items, such as individuals, organizations, and places, that are distinguish-
able by their characteristics, attributes, and connections to other entities [12, 7,
15]. Researchers estimate that over 40% of web search queries are for entities
and major web search engines use extensive knowledge bases to respond to these
requests [4, 24, 27, 9, 38, 32, 23, 33]. While entity retrieval has been investigated
extensively, little attention has been given to the interpretability and explain-
ability of such systems [34]. Increased explainability of search results has been
shown to [35, 1]: 1) increase searcher’s trust in the system and thus the searcher’s
satisfaction rate, 2) increase the probability of satisfying the information need
behind the query, and 3) decrease the chance of spreading misinformation due
to more informative reasoning. In this demo, we introduce an explainable en-
tity retrieval system called the Knowledge-graph Framework for Interpreting
Retrieved Entities from Search (KnowFIRES) that not only presents the entity
names in a ranked list but also visualizes the entities through a knowledge graph
representation. KnowFIRES focuses on highlighting similarities and differences of
the retrieved entities on a per-retriever basis. By including information beyond
the entity names, which reflects the relationship between them, we hope to allow
searchers to gain additional insights through more explainable results.

⋆ Equal Contributions.
3 Demo: http://knowfires.live, Source: https://github.com/kiarashgl/KnowFIRES
4 A demonstration of the tool: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9u-877ArNYE
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Fig. 1. KnowFIRES interface. A) Search Bar, B) Entity Retrieval Selection Panel, C)
Knowledge Graph View, D) Entity Ranking Comparison View, and E) Related content.

Knowledge graph presentation of entities has been explored in domains such
as biomedical and graph visualization [18, 5, 39, 40, 10]. However, to the best of
our knowledge, KnowFIRES is the first visualization tool that combines ad hoc
retrieval results with entity presentation in a unified framework and recreates the
knowledge graph on top of these results. In KnowFIRES, we first retrieve relevant
entities from a collection of entities and their metadata. Then, given the top-k
most relevant entities, we build a knowledge graph and allow searchers to traverse
this graph to better understand relationships between the entities, as well as
their relationship to the original query. Furthermore, KnowFIRES offers searchers
the option of accessing related content associated with each displayed entity,
providing a more comprehensive understanding. More importantly, KnowFIRES
allows easier comparison between different entity retrievers, by following the
visual comparison conceptual framework proposed by Gleicher [14].

While the community has explored many different methods, there is no single
retriever that can satisfy all possible use cases and applications [16, 2]. Reasons
include the variability of data sources and contextual variability. Additionally,
performance trade-offs matter in real-world applications in terms of accuracy,
speed, and resource requirements. Given these considerations, it is often nec-
essary to use a combination of retriever methods that could complement each
other for different purposes to satisfy the requirements of different use cases and
applications [6, 3, 25]. To tackle this problem, in KnowFIRES, we visualize the de-
gree of complementarity of a set of retrievers of interest and notably visualize the
similarities and differences between their retrieved results. As such, KnowFIRES
can be utilized for deciding the appropriate retriever on per application basis and
even help researchers on developing enhanced entity retrievers. To the best of our
knowledge, this feature has not been explored in previous knowledge graph-based
visualization tools. Our demo provides a pioneering solution in entity retrieval,
merging trusted techniques from information visualization to compare results
from different entity retrieval methods with the power of knowledge graphs to
offer users a more interpretable, trustworthy search experience.
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2 Overview of KnowFIRES Design

We frame our design using Gleicher’s visual comparison framework [13]. Our
comparative elements are query results from different entity retrievers. Each en-
tity retrieval method returns separate knowledge graphs to the front-end, and
we contrast these results through our visualization. As for our comparative chal-
lenges, knowledge graphs’ size and complexity are the greatest areas of concern.
The visualization could become cluttered and uninterpretable for retrieved en-
tities with a very dense set of relations. We address these challenges by incor-
porating various designs and making our graphs interactive, so the searcher can
drag around the frame and zoom in on specific nodes. Our comparative strategy
for dealing with the dense knowledge graph challenge is to trim our results with
subset selection. The slider in our design enables the user to limit the number of
retrieved entities from the entity retrievers. We typically expect a small number
of entities to provide more than enough information. We include a toggle for
visualizing one-hop connections from the retrieved entities. The one-hop linked
entities add important contextual information, but allowing the users to remove
them from the visualization was an important addition to enhance interpretabil-
ity. Finally, our comparative design, KnowFIRES (Figure 1), is a superposition or
juxtaposition of knowledge graphs highlighting the similarities and differences
between the results by colour-coding the knowledge graph’s nodes.

2.1 Entity Retrieval Methods

We employ various entity retrieval method that are categorized into two groups:
1) sparse retrievers, which match exact keywords using inverted indexes, and 2)
dense retrievers, which measure semantic similarity using dense vector represen-
tations [29, 30, 8, 19]. More specifically, our sparse retrievers include BM25 [30]
and QL [36], with BM25-PRF and QL-PRF augmented by RM3 pseudo-
relevance feedback. For dense retrievers, we use SentenceBERT [28, 37] and
ColBERT [20, 31], each offering unique approaches to estimating relevance.
This diversity enables us to explore the impact of sparse versus dense retrievers.

2.2 System Architecture

We employ DBpedia V2 [21, 16], a vast knowledge base extracted from Wiki-
media projects, as our entity corpus. While adaptable to other corpora, our
demonstration uses the English subset of DBpedia version 2015-10 [16, 17, 11,
26]. This subset mandates entities to have a title and abstract (rdfs:label and
rdfs:comment predicates), excluding certain page types but including list pages.
Our corpus comprises 4.6 million entities, each uniquely identified by URI. En-
tity retrievers were implemented in Python 3.8 using the pyserini library [22].
Data was served to the front-end via Flask and deployed on the backend server.
The front-end communicates with the back-end through a REST API, enabling
search queries, retriever selection, and result entity count specification, with re-
sponses provided in JSON format, including entity rank, score, relevant entities,
and metadata. The front-end, implemented as a single-page VueJS application,
utilizes the Vuetify framework for Material Design components like sliders, drop-
downs, and grids. Visualizations rely on the D3 library. For the knowledge graph,
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we employ the Force-Graph library, a D3 node-link diagram wrapper that in-
tegrates the D3-force library for node arrangement. The Entity Ranking Com-
parison View is custom-built with D3. During each search query, the front-end
retrieves entities from each retriever through the backend API. JSON responses
are parsed and stored to construct nodes and links in the Knowledge Graph
view. In the final step, the code is production-ready, built using Webpack, and
deployed on a Linux VPS using the serve utility. Finally, the code was built for
production with Webpack and deployed on a Linux VPS using serve.

2.3 Visual Design

The Knowledge Graph View The primary visual representation, as shown in
Figure 1-C. It displays the most relevant entities related to a query, with nodes
color-coded based on each of the entity retrievers (green, blue, or magenta for
common entities). The node size reflects the relevance of the entity to the query.
Superposition vs Juxtaposition. This feature offers two graph layouts. The
superposition layout merges knowledge graphs from two retrieval methods, with
color encodings helping differentiate between them. Alternatively, the juxtapo-
sition layout shows two separate graphs, maintaining the color distinction.
Neighbour Links. It is possible to navigate through neighbor links of an entity,
providing context about a particular node. This feature, includes grey links with
descriptive text labels giving insight into the relationship between entities.
The Entity Ranking Comparison View. This interface, depicted in Figure
1-D, enables users to compare entity rankings between retrieval methods. Enti-
ties from each method are shown side by side, with a magenta line connecting
common entities, highlighting ranking disparities between the two methods.
The Additional Content Panel. Beyond the entity’s name, we provide sup-
plemental information, including a link to the entity’s Wikipedia page, the entity
type, related tags, and occasionally an image as shown in Figure 1-E.

2.4 Interactivity

Our design prioritizes interactivity to empower users in exploring and comparing
entity retrieval results. The entity retriever selection panel (Figure 1-B) offers
dropdowns to select entities for comparison, a slider to determine linked entity
quantity and a toggle switch for juxtaposition or superposition knowledge graph
views. Another toggle hides neighbor links for decluttering dense queries. In the
Knowledge Graph View (Figure 1-C), users can zoom using the scroll wheel,
move nodes by click-and-drag, and click nodes for additional information in
the Related Content panel. Clicking a node highlights its rank in the Compare
Ranking panel (Figure 1-D).

3 Concluding Remarks
In KnowFIRES, we visualize differences between entity retrievers within a knowl-
edge graph, enhancing explainability and interpretability of retrieved results.
Our demo showcases its efficiency and potential for broader applications. Future
improvements include user-friendly visualizations, API integration, customiza-
tion in graph traversal, and addition of metadata like external links.
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